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Teaching students strategies lor ansrvering questions is an important part of comprehension instruction.
The failure of students in comprehending the text was caused of misunderstanding the questions and hou,
it relates to the answer. QAR is a reading comprehension strateg)' applicable to use with both fiction and
nonfiction texts. It is a valuable skill for all students to obtain, especially struggling readers. QAR assists
students in relating prior knowledge to text inlbrmation. It becomes a conscious process students activel)'
engage in rvhen readin,e texts, especialll- difficult reading selections. With this stratepry, students become
aware of the relationships betu'een questions and ansu'ers. Students rvill begin to understand where the
answers come from and thus are better able to ans\\'er the questions correctly. This paper reveals an
alternative model for teaching reading comprehension using QAR strategy. Hopefully, it will be useful
for English teachers who are training studenb to read and face the implementation of Curriculum 2013 at
senior high schools.
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Introduction
Questioning is one of the most important dimensions of teaching learning process because it gives

teachers a chance to find out u'hether students understand the content the text and it allows students to
monitor their comprehension (Gattis- 2002).

In teaching reading. there are several tlpes ofquestions that teachers should focus on reading cycles
(before, during and after reading a te\t). Lou.er order questions only test the students knowledge from the
text, They just find the ansuers lrom the te\t easil\'. lvleanuhile- higher order questions tend to encourage
students to think more deepll'and belond about a concept or give reasons for the answers. Therefore, reading
instruction should include both tlpes ofquestions rvith an emphasis on higher order questions.

One of the problems found the reading class nas lorv level of students' reading proficiency. There
are many reasons for this; lacks of vocabularies- a large class size, limited reading strategies and monotonous
reading teaching methods. The English teachers generally have their students read a passage and translate
word lbr rvord into Indonesian language, ark them to comprehension exercises, and ask them to identify
responses as "True or False" or multiple choice n'ithout explicitly teaching them what strategies should be
used. In short- teaching reading in schools seemed to fail to provide students rvith the skills that they actually
need.

The implementation of Curriculum 20li rvith the scientific approach, consisted of observing,
queslioning, experimenling, associating. qnd communicating, challenge the English teachers to provide the
students with critical thinkin-s and high order thinking skills (HOTS). One way to train students to
comprehend the text is by implementin_e question-ans\\'er relationship.

Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension is a process in u,hich the reader constructs meaning using as the building

materials the information on the printed page and the knorvledge stored in the reader's head. To teach
comprehension effectively. rve need to understand what the process involves. Reading is no longer seen as a
static process and reader is not merell a passive one. Reading is seen as a process ofconstructing meaning
through a dy'namic interaction among the reader. the text and the context of reading situation (Wixon- 1987).
Meaning is actively created in the readers' mind as a result of hisiher plior knor.vledge and information given
in the text. Based on the ideas above. it is clear that reading involves comprehension- and successful
comprehension depends on the reader- the text and the reading context.

Research has shou'n that the prior knou'led,ee that a reader has about the topic helps him to understand
a text better. What does this mean fbr the teacher in the class? Wong (2004) clarifies that there are three
factors that must be considered in teaching readin,e comprehension. First, building prior knou,ledge is an
important aspect of teachin-s. comprehension. Students mav have knorvled-ue, but they ma)' not kno* horv to
link it to the topic. The teacher has tc think olsars to provide the background knou'led_ee so that students
can make the necessary links. Then. the teacher can help students by providing for successtul readin-e lesson.
The text is another t'actor to consider. The teacher needs to consider types oftext she has chosen for reading.
Comprehension can be aff-ected b1. the u'riter and the u ar she rvrites. The last factor to consider is the reading
context. involving the setting, the task sel and the purpose of reading. For the teacher. then. developing
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conducive settin-s for readin-e lessons can aid students- undersundinq- Sctting questions for written r.r,ork.

During instruction, setting the purpose of .reading at the beginning the lesson is a good wa) focusing
students'reading and encouraging them to develop skills Iike predicting. skimnring. scanning. locating the
main idea, and details within the reading lesson.

Moreover. The RAND Reading Study Group (2002) noted that reading comprehension involves four
components: the reader, the text. the activity, and the situational conte\t. The first three essential
components-the reader. the text, and the task-occur u ithin the lourth component ol reading
comprehension-the situational context. The reader is the one doing the comprehendin_s. and the /ex1 is the
rr:ading material (e.g.. stories. nonfiction selections, etc.). The activit), refers to uhat kind of comprehension
task, skill, strategy. or concept the reader is attempting to perform (e.g.. discovering the author's main idea.
understanding a sequence ofevents, thinking about a character's intent in a stor)'. etc).

In implicating the factors above, teachers must include explicit reading strategies as an integral
element oftheir instructional plans. They should-integrate effective comprehension strategies before. during
aird after reading. $r.

Pre-reading prepares students for learning by activating their prior knor.vledge. Pre-reading activities
'can benefit- those uhose background knowledge, .command of key concepts and vocabulary may be

insufficient. ln addition- pre-reading activities help students focus attention on what is most important...
Pre-reading strategies often used by proficient-level readers involve making connections, generating
questi on s and determi ning im portant concepts.. .

Dttring-reading activities prompt students to visualize, make inferences and monitor their
comprehension. . . Using during-reading activities, the teacher can help students prioritize what is most
essential and connect this information in a meaningful and organized way.

A"fter-reading activities deepen understanding, helping students summarize and understand what they
read. . . [these activities] go beyond merely identifying what was read and assist students rvith integrating
new learning with previous knorvleCge"

Question-Ansrver Relationship
QAR is a research-based method and language framework developed by Taffy Raphael (1986) for

enhancing students' ability to talk about and ansrver comprehension questions. Then. Raphael &Au (2004)
clarified question-ansrver relationships as a taxonomy that categories comprehension questions based on
rrhere their answers can be found. According to the taxonomy there are four categories: "Rigltl There,"
'Ihink and Search," "Author and Me," and "Ott My Own."- "Right There" and "Think and Search"
questions can be found directly in the text. in one location or in multiple places across the text. respectively.

."Author and Me" and "On My Orvn" questions require more thinking, as readers must use the text to make
inferences or use the information from their heads entirely.

Moreover. Conner (2006) highlights question-answer relationship (QAR) as a reading strategy in
rvhich students categorize comprehension question according to where they get information they need to
answer each question. The students are asked to identily u'hether the information they use to answer the
questions about the text is textually explicit or implicit inlormation.

QAR helps students understand that ansu,ers come from one of t'"vo'main sources; in the text and in
m1' head. These sources are further divided into four QAR categories; Right Tltere, Think and Searclt, On
My Own, and Author flnd Me. This language of QAR is introduced through analyzing the dif'ferences
between questions rvith answers sources in the text. and those rvith ansr.ver sources coming ttom students
own background knorvledge or experiences (Raphael & Au.2005). The four categories of questions are
examined as fbllor.vs:

Right There Questions (in the book): Literal questions rvhose answers can be found in the text. Often
the rvords used in the question are the same rvords found in the text e.g. characters names. setting etc. The
ans\ver is in one sentence of the text: the question and ansrver usually have the same r,vording. Ansr,r'ers
usuallv are one-rvord or short-phrase responses. There is usuall_v-- only one right ansrver to Right There
qurstions. Some examples of phrases used for Right There questions: Who is....? e.g. Iilho is the mqin
chsracter? Where is..,? What is...? When is...? Hon manr...? When did..-?

Think and Search Questions (in the book): Ansu'ers are gathered from several pafts of the text and
pu1 tosether to make meaning. Thc question and ansner have dif-ferent u'ordings. Ansrvers are usuall,v short
answers. Sonre examples of phrases used tbr Think and Search questions: For rvhat reason...? Horv did...l
e-g. Hott, did the character return honte? \\'hr uas...? What caused...?

Author and NIe (in m;, head): These questions are based on intbrmation provided in the text but the
student is required to relate it to their onn erperience. Although the ansrvel does not lie directly in the text.
the student must have read it in orderto ans\\'er the question.
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The,v must use their prior knowledge to answer these types ol questions. They must synthesize the
textto full1.'understand the question. Some examples of phrases used lorAuthorand Me questions: Would

1'ou...? e.g. Ilotrld you have made the same choice the characrcr made?'Which character...? Did you agree
rvith...? What did you think of...?

On My Own (in my head): These questions do not require the student to have read the passage but
he/she must use their background or prior knowledge to answer the question.

Thev require inferential and evaluative thinking. Ansrvers do not require information from the text but
do require that students make some type of judgment about or relate to the topic of the text. Some examples
of phrases used forOn My Orvn questions: Do you knou,...? e.g. Doyou know what it's like tofeeljealous;t'?
Have you ever...? Would you ever...? What would you do if.......

From above information, it could said that question and answer relationship is a reading strateg)'
utilizing the relationship between questions and ansrvers to those questions are found, text explicit (ansrver

stated in a single sentence), text explicit (ansrve;s implied by information in two or more sentences and
scriptal (ansr.vers not found in the text at all. brt part of readers, background knowledge, answers also
ret-erred to as right there, think and search, author and me. and on my own.

The Benefits of Question-Answer Relationship
The experts and researchers in teaching reading such as Raphael (1986), Sorrell (1996), Raphael & Au

(2005) and Rothong (2013), gave some reasons rvhy the reading instruction based on QAR and readipg
strategies are effective in developing comprehension . QAR strategy helps students make connections
betr.veen information in the selection and their prior knowledge. Reading comprehension increases with the
use ofthis strategy because readers are asked to think at various levels ofcognitive processing. The strategy
encourages the reader to think about the selection from four perspectives: entering the text, moving through
the text, moving beyond the text" and carrying on a mental dialogue with the author. Students who use this
strategy learn to recognize the different types ofthinking needed when answering questions. Another benefit
ofthe QAR strategy is that students can learn to ask the four different types ofquestions, and the questioning
process can be transferred from teacher to learner. This allorvs students to become independent strate-eic

readers by' tbrmulatin-e their olvn questions rvhile reading. (Raphael, 1986)

QAR has been successful in improving readers' comprehension skills and performance with
ansrvering questions based on a text. The strategy assists students with reading comprehension difficulties
since it engages the student in reading and examining the material as rvell as questioning and integrating
information (Sorrell, I 996).

. Raphael &Au (2005) clarifies the benefits of implementation of QAR strategy in teaching reading.
They stated that QAR:

- explicitly shows the relationship betlveen questions and ansrvers

- categorizes different levels and types ofquestions.
- helps students to analyze, comprehend- and respond to the text concept
- helps refute the common misconception held by the students that telds contain all of the answers

Furthermore- Rothong (2013) discussed more deeply. She stated that implementing the QAR strategy
was very effective because:

Students set purposes before, during and after reading and this make the task meaningful for them.

QAR helped students become active readers since thel,interacted uith the text all the time. For
example- before reading questions or on my orvn activated specific and general knorvledge. During readin-e

questions or right there, think &search and author & me facilitated students to monitor level of
comprehension and apply' reading strategies to ans\\'er questions. After reading questions or think&search
and on ntv ou,n encouraged students to respond. make connection- anall'ze ideas- assess literal and inpretive
comprehension or extend comprehension.

Students developed higher level of comprehension as QAR provided students rvith ditlerent level of
thinking.

A Suggested lVlodel of Teaching Reading using QAR
English Teachers are challeneed rvith implementing et'tective comprehension strate-q) instruction

including question-ansrvering strategies. Teachen uho lrame comprehension instruction around the QAR
ta\onom), also provide students rlith skills that include scanning- using context clues. text oreanization.
summarization- synthesis. visualization. and making predictions- inferences, and connections during the
reading process.

QAR is also most effective s'hen inirialll applied in a group setting allorving students to practice and
rvork collaboratively with peers in order to sain a Lrtter understanding of the category of questions and
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ans\rr'ers in relation to the sample read. The teacher provides students with immediate l-eedback. Having
completed the task in groups, students proceed to completing the assigned task independently.
l'ally Raphael" who developed QAR, suggested the following lesson progression fbr teaching the strategy
t20d4).
Phase I: Setting the Purpose

( Learning QAR Basic Categories)
When introducing QAR. start with short, narrative reading texts. Ensure that students are able to

identify and write questions. Introduce the two levels of questions, In the Text and In M1' Head, and explain
that they tell lvhere students can find the answers to questions. Next. introduce the two types of questions at
each level. Model an example of each type of question,thinking out loud so students can "see" your thought
process as you determine the relationships.
Phase II: Modeling/Thinking Aloud

, ;-(Teacher does, Students observe)
When stufutts have a clear picture of the differences between two main QAR categories1' in the text

and in my head. Then, generate one of each of the four types of questions and provide the answer to the
qlestions. Have students categorize the question-answer relationships and explain their thought processes.
This part of the process can be easier for students if they bdgin by working in cooperative groups and then
transition to working independently after they show a thorough understanding ofthis strategy. In cooperative
groups, have students read a short passage (50-75 words) and give them one of each type of question. Have
each group answer the questions and categorize the question-answer relationships, explaining their thought
processes. Provide each group with immediate feedback.
Phase III: Scaffolding

(Teacher does, students help)
After students have been introduced to the QAR concepts, provide them with several 75-100 word

reading passages and a question and answer for each passage. Have students. individually or in cooperative
groups, read each passage, identify the question-answer relationships. and explain their thinking. Ask, "Why
do the questions represent one question-answer relationship and not another?" Continue to give students
immediate feedback.
Phase IV: Coaching/collaborative Practice

(Students do, teacher helps)
As students become proficient with this strategy, use more expository and lunctional texts. Provide

them rvith a 150-600 rvord reading passage divided into four sections- Give students one of each type of
question for each section. Have students anslver each question, identify the question-answer relationship, and

- justify their thinking. After they have mastered this, present a lon-eer reading passagc and in small
cooperative groups have students rvrite one ofeach ofthe four types ofquestions. Have each group share its
questions. Ask the other groups to answer the questions- categorize each question-answ'er relationship, and
explain their thinking.
Phase V : Independent Practice

( O pp ortu ni ty for se lf-as se s s me nt)
Finally- assign a reading passage and have students independently rvrite four questions, one ofeach

type. Direct students to exchange questions u,ith a partner. ans\\.er each question, and categorize the question-
answer relationships.

Conclusion
The question-answer relationship (QAR) is a reading comprehension strategy developed to clarify

how students approach the task ofreading text and answering questions. It also helps students understand the
different types of questions. By learning that the answers to some questions are "Right There" in the text, that
some answers require a reader to "Think and Search." and that some answers can only be answered "On My
Orvn-" students recognize that they must first consider the question before developing an anslver. By
ibllorvin-e the framevvork of QAR in reading instruction, students will have critical thinking and high order
thinking skills.
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